Comparison of the pathological response of the mesorectal positive nodes between short-course chemoradiotherapy with delayed surgery and long-course chemoradiotherapy in patients with rectal cancer.
The aim of this study was to compare the pathological response of mesorectal positive nodes between short-course chemoradiotherapy with delayed surgery (SCRT-delay) and long-course chemoradiotherapy (LC-CRT) in patients with rectal cancer. The resected primary tumor specimens following the two different approaches were assessed utilizing the tumor regression grade (TRG 0-4), and each positive lymph node was assessed according to the lymph node regression grade (LRG 1-3), with TRG 4 and LRG 3 indicating total regression. The lymph node sizes were measured to elucidate any correlation with LRG scores. Seventy-four patients with ypN-positive rectal cancer had 220 positive lymph nodes following the SCRT-delay, and 48 patients had 141 positive lymph nodes following the LC-CRT. The distribution of LRG 1/2/3 in the two groups was 123/72/25 and 60/31/50 (p < 0.001), respectively, and the distribution of TRG 0/1/2/3/4 in the two groups was 36/19/19/0 and 12/15/20/1 (p = 0.005), respectively. The requirements of total regression of positive lymph nodes were a primary tumor degenerated to TRG 3 with a size less than 6 mm in SCRT-delay (sensitivity, 60.9 %) or a primary tumor degenerated to TRG 2-4 with a size less than 5 mm at TRG 2 (sensitivity, 57.6 %) or 6 mm at TRG 3 and 4 (sensitivity, 84.2 %) in LC-CRT as indicated by the receiver operating characteristic curve analysis. The tumor regression effect of LC-CRT on the primary tumor and positive nodes was more favorable than SCRT-delay, and LC-CRT is able to predict the LRG 3 response with a high sensitivity.